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ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are made:
 the system is balanced (total demand = total supply)  the unit throughput costs q kl are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with a common and unknown probability distribution
TOWARDS THE MODEL  The stochastic generalized unit transportation cost from origin i to destination j through transshipment facility k in throughput scenario l is given by
TOWARDS THE MODEL  We define  Under independence assumption of q kl  The stochastic generalized unit transportation cost from origin i to destination j through transshipment facility k is the minimum among the different throughput operation scenario costs (-exp(-x) ) with  = 0.68, to have a mean ( 5.7) close to the mean of the distribution used to obtain the deterministic unit costs c k ij . In this way, the random costs have the same order of magnitude of the deterministic unit costs  Laplace:
with mean equal to m. The parameters of the distribution are set such that the mean of the Laplace distribution is the same of the Gumbel one  Uniform:
The costs are generated in the range [a, b] = [1, 10] , such that the mean of the Uniform distribution is quite close to the Gumbel one. When the open facilities are exactly the same, a gap between the two models is still present (≈0,4%), given by a different flow distribution in the two solutions.
